Further evidence for a role of tumor CD200 expression in breast cancer metastasis: decreased metastasis in CD200R1KO mice or using CD200-silenced EMT6.
Previous studies reported that CD200 expression on cells of the transplantable EMT6 mouse breast cancer line was increased during growth in immunocompetent mice. Low levels of expression persisted in NOD-SCID.IL-2(γr-/-) mice or mice with generalized over-expression of a CD200 transgene (CD200(tg) mice), despite the faster tumor growth in both of these latter strains. We also showed that CD200 expression (by the host and/or tumor cells) led to increased seeding of tumor cells to DLN in immunocompromised (CD200(tg) or NOD-SCID.IL-2(γr-/-)) vs immunocompetent mice, using limiting dilution cloning of tumor cells from DLN (vs contralateral lymph nodes, CLN). Evidence for an important role for CD200 expression in this increased metastasis came from the observation that neutralization of CD200 by anti-CD200mAbs decreased tumor metastasis and increased levels of cytotoxic anti-tumor immune cells in DLN. In the current studies, we have extended these observations by exploring tumor growth/metastasis in CD200R1 KO mice in which we have previously shown, in a transplant model, that expression of CD200 fails to deliver an immunosuppressive signal. In addition, we have studied local and metastatic growth in healthy control mice of EMT6 tumor cells stably transduced with shRNA able to silence CD200 expression. In both scenarios, decreased metastasis was observed, with increased immunity to EMT6 detected by cytotoxicity assays. In addition, adoptive transfer of DLN to control mice attenuated EMT6 metastases implying a potential therapeutic benefit from neutralizing CD200 expression in breast cancer.